Revegetation of Nguna Morrt

Northam

Merredin

Southern Cross

Right: Theo Michael

Project Snapshot
Land Manager Names:

Theo Michael and Family

Property Size:
Location:
Annual Rainfall (mm):
Soil Types/Vegetation Types:

240 ha
Mawson
300 mm
Breakaways with associated clay,
sandy gravel. Pale deep sand and
some yellow sandy earth.

Key Messages
•
•
•
•

Sandalwood seeds should be planted 2-3 cm below the
surface and approximately 0.4 m from every second host
plant.
To compensate for poor tree establishment in-fills can be
undertaken.
Native trees and shrubs provide the most ideal habitat for
wildlife.
Many native tree species and shrubs provide natural food
sources.

This project is supported by Wheatbelt NRM, through funding from the Australian Government's Caring for our Country.

Their story

This area comprised of three sites that were
prepared by a contractor (e.g. ripping, mounding,
Theo Michael and his family are directors of the scalping, spraying and block planting six-month-old
Nguna Morrt Aboriginal Corporation, set up to host seedlings). Unfavourable drought conditions
manage Nguna Morrt farm, a small property near however meant poor survival rates, with only 8ha
Mawson. The property is approximately 18 km west having modest survival (50%). In-fill is planned for
of Quairading comprising of about 300 acres of 2013 to improve seedling rates and quandongs will
native bush land and naturally eroded breakaways also be planted alongside the native trees and shrubs.
that are planned to be revegetated when possible
and about 300 acres of cleared land. Theo became
aware of Wheatbelt NRM funding towards wind
erosion projects through his active involvement in Although the revegetation project didn’t ‘get off the
ground’ like Theo Michael would have liked he is not
the group’s Aboriginal Advisory Group.
deterred and is keen to re-establish natural bushland
For some time Theo has been interested in developing and bush food over the next few years. With the
a bush food operation on the farm to provide revenue help of Wheatbelt NRM funding the Nguna Morrt
through tourism. “Our long term goal is not only to property is set to be given new life and be an asset
re-establishing the cropping and grazing programs to future generations who seek to learn more about
on the farm, but also to create a cultural centre that Aboriginal culture.
will attract tourists. This is why we want to begin the
journey of having a bush food enterprise, based on
quandongs, sandalwood, bush potato and Quairdnjs
(hot spicy carrot like root plant)”.

Lessons Learnt

Bringing life back to the
land
After categorizing the cropping/grazing areas and
the non-arable areas of the farm, a total area of 15.4
ha was selected for growing native tree species and
shrubs.
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